
music for your eyes, good for your soul



BECKY SIRKA SAYS 

Looking back on my wedding day I can 

still remember the special moments 

that made the day unforgettable. That 

is due mostly to the work of rojo foto//

design. The pictures truly captured the 

essence of what we were feeling that 

day. I will never regret choosing RoJo 

for our photography.



creative 
atmospheres 
are my fuel

LATISHA ANDREWS SAYS The pictures tell 

such an amazing story. Every picture looks like a fairytale. 

Robert captures the moment. Every picture is creative and 

unique. We were extremely satisfied and couldn’t ask for 

better memories. One of a kind pictures.

Adventure is always on my mind.





I

KRISTEN TORRES’ 

WORDS Our pictures were great 

and definitely captured the fun that 

we had taking them. We get lots of 

“ooohs” and “ahhhhs” when we show 

them off.



i like it when a 
photo makes me 

stop and stare.

FROM MAYA HUNLEY Step out of the ordinary. 
If you want photography that will capture the essence of a 
moment and preserve it forever, you won’t regret working 

with RoJo. He captured stunning shots that still bring back a 
rush of emotion each time we look at them. 

Capturing “love” is an experimental art.



Even after 
shooting all of 
these weddings, 
I am still going 
to cry like a 
baby the day 
my daughter 
becomes a 
bride.



BRIAN & MIRANDA LEPORT THINK 
Rob Johnson is one of the most creative, quick - to - think - on - 

his - feet photographers you will find. When we were married in 

San Francisco, CA, he was able to magically turn old chairs and 

alleyways into fantastic props for the most artistic settings. Rob 

has an eye for the moment and knows how to use the scenery to 

produce impressionable, romantic memories. We would highly 

recommend him to make your event a special one.

texture 
intrigues me
I think using the word eclectic is still ok, 

but does it make me sound generic? 



When you see a bride and groom, you 
can’t help but smile. Their love shows 
in the way they touch each other, look 
at each other, the way that they smile 
at each other. It is like you can feel that 
connection between them, their love, 
their happiness.





Packages start at $1950 for the full 

days coverage of your wedding.

Please contact us for

addiitional information.

Also known as RoJo, and I would love to

celebrate your day through photography.

i am robert 
johnson 




